Human transcriptome nexuses: basic-eukaryotic and metazoan.
Using a new approach, I analysed human transcriptome coexpression network and revealed two large-scale nexuses. Besides gene coexpression, each nexus is characterized by a combination of gene evolutionary origin, function and among-tissues expression breadth. The first nexus contains mostly genes of pre-metazoan origin, which are widely expressed and have cell-centred functions. The second nexus is enriched in genes of metazoan origin, which are expressed more narrowly and have organism-centred functions. The revealed nexuses are supported by asymmetry in distribution of transcription factor targets between them. Within the metazoan nexus, there is a subnexus that is more pronounced in the nervous tissues and is enriched in gene regulatory complexity. It mostly contains genes related to nervous system, cell communication and multicellular organism processes and development. The revealed nexuses indicate a dichotomy in the transcriptional regulation and can provide a framework for further functional genomics studies.